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FOREWORD 
For rules governing the spelling contests in the Inter­
scholastic League, teachers and pupils should consult the 
Constitution and Rules, a bulletin which is sent free to 
teachers upon request. Remember that the contest is in 
plain writing as well as in spelling, and hence it is just as 
important for purposes of this competition to write legibly 
as to spell well. Be careful to study carefully the words 
that sound alike but are spelled differently. A great many 
of these words are indicated by phrases following them in 
italics. If you find any such word not so marked, we shall 
appreciate a letter giving us the word, and the page and 
column in which it occurs. Pronunciation of each word 
should be carefully learned and practiced. Many pupils 
fail to spell a word because they have not learned to pro­
nounce it properly. Be especially careful with words of 
more than two syllables-pronounce each syllable. A void 
slurring a syllable, as that will almost surely cause you to 
misspell. We often find in spelling papers the word "gov­
erment"-the "n" being left out because the pupil fails to 
pronounce the "n". Similarly, many other words are mis­
spelled on account of mispronunciation. Take the list 
gradually, a few words at a time. Don't try to learn it 
all at once. Review, repeat, pronounce, write and re-write. 
Only hard work will enable you to score 100 per cent and 
be awarded one of the League certificates for excellence in 
spelling. If a strange word occurs in the list, get the defi­
nition firmly in mind and then write half a dozen sentences 
using it correctly in each sentence. Then take the first oc­
casion to use it properly in conversation. In this way you 
will improve your vocabulary. Children under ten should 
know how to use each word in the sub-junior list, children 
from ten to fourteen should know how to use each word in 
both sub-junior and junior lists; and pupils fourteen to 
twenty should know how to use each word in all three lists. 
ROY BEDICHEK, 
Chief, Interscholastic League Bureau, 
Extension Division, University of Texas. 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS. AUSTIN 
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SUB-JUNIOR SPELLING LIST 
1 
meant 
foolish 
dun, a color 
remember 
dainty 
insult 
fleecy 
over 
nail 
soldier 
shudder 
magazine 
act 
duly 
remain 
hurrah 
edge 
fore, in front 
help 
named 
soiled 
shrink 
machine 
stole 
younger 
retire 
journey 
eighteen 
flimsy 
foreman 
skating 
someone 
sick 
fitting 
pilot 
yours 
retail 
journal 
eggs 
foreign 
herb 
priced 
case 
mail a letter 
deny 
2 
during 
result 
husband 
effort 
forehead 
hence 
skidded 
some, pronoun 
shut 
hell 
skid 
sometime 
sickle 
luck 
faucet 
jungles 
waiter 
jovial 
armies 
goose 
plumber 
spaced 
west 
threat 
flare 
leaving 
action 
wake 
lettuce 
Bible 
luggage 
farthest 
duties 
their, pron. 
moose 
juggler 
axe, a tool 
gorge 
grasshopper 
pledge 
spade 
welcome 
sided 
flank 
brief 
3 4 
turnip flannel 
played river 
son wnd daughter kernel of a nut 
thought 
loyal 
heap 
oasis 
waiting 
letting 
bicycle 
good-by 
playing 
space 
somewhere 
thousand 
flatter 
yes 
index 
themselves 
countries 
juicy 
baboon 
plowshare 
were 
sickness 
lucky 
chalk 
piece of string 
theirs 
mottoes 
juice 
eat 
babies 
gopher 
plum, a fruit 
we're, we are 
waked 
level 
bill 
please 
sooner 
though 
low-minded 
disorder 
side 
waited an hour 
motorcycle 
July 
beyond 
plume 
western 
threaten 
mayor 
girl 
acorn 
shingle 
keel 
waking 
lever 
biggest 
pleasant 
soot 
those 
flaunt 
yawn 
ruin 
thank 
liberty 
bills 
pleased 
sores on hand 
throw a ball 
crazy 
impish 
afterward 
medicine 
rattled 
droves 
shoes 
lurch 
charm 
boll of cotton 
than 
Juarez 
bin, for corn 
custard 
imagine 
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5 6 7 8 
ahead 
oven 
pansies 
soaped 
shouldered 
harsh 
caused 
hatchet 
returns 
cricket 
imp 
aid 
Fort Worth 
pansy 
soaping 
shouldn't 
harrow 
moving 
drove 
shoe 
curtain 
instruct 
agree 
oval 
name 
soap 
shoulder 
medal of gold 
fancy 
wait 
shock 
curve 
instead 
agreed 
outer 
parent 
soak 
show 
harp 
manly 
valentine 
shivering 
cries 
instant 
agent 
ought to go 
pleasure shrivel 
sore hand hasn't 
throats forced 
hastily youngest 
Rio Grande returning 
due, owing hurl 
shoot with a gun eaves 
daisies 
intend 
flew, p. of fiy 
heel of a foot 
nations 
sobbed 
shows 
measles 
nursery 
duck 
report 
daisy 
intended 
flesh 
heed 
nation 
sob 
showing 
haste 
insects 
duchess 
reply 
dairy 
effect 
fleets 
hedge 
narrow 
soldiers 
showed 
hasp 
boat 
dumb 
remainder 
daily 
educate 
forego 
helped 
namely 
soiling 
forcing 
hello 
skates 
sometimes 
shrill 
harvest 
loving 
dusky 
return 
kodaking 
eaten 
forenoon 
helm 
steamed 
something 
shy 
madam 
quack 
dull 
returned 
hunted 
echo 
fling 
pare, to trim 
cities 
shovel 
meat, fl,esh 
writer 
wagon 
rein of a bri<ll e 
dabble 
interested 
flies 
height 
pardon 
sober 
shout 
measure 
fairly 
duel, fight 
shore 
cutting 
interest 
flight 
heifer 
paradise 
sobbing 
shriek 
couch 
crush 
loose 
horse 
then 
Monday 
kingdom 
bacon 
goad 
grandmother 
plunge 
polish 
tear the cloth 
fix 
fresh 
waist, a garment pupil 
reins of a bridfo nature 
dagger there, adv. 
instance motor 
aged kitchen 
otherwise backward 
pardoned gnat 
soil plus 
shove sow wkeat 
harm we've, we have 
crow team of players 
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9 10 11 12 
cotton gesture 
marbles graceful 
Washington poisons 
mistake wherever 
there's, there i8 surely 
mother lung 
kinsfolk ripe 
badge pigeon 
gnashing ease 
grand thicker 
plural moisture 
south knight, title 
what balloon 
teams of players get 
fixed grabbed 
gleam poison 
touching where 
therefore taxed 
motion cot 
kite hoary 
bake filthy 
going trunk 
gravy third 
poem months 
southern kneel 
wharf ballot 
teacup glut 
lump grain 
fare, to go poking 
riding sort 
thinner lying 
molasses bark 
knowing right or left 
balance thimble 
getting mole 
governor knoll 
tea baker 
could not do it ghost 
manners gouge 
barely slid 
row of beans tasting 
thick cost 
moist stopped 
knew, p. of know model 
bandage bananas 
bale fleece 
sought owner 
sunny pedal 
threw the ball of a bicycle 
count fireman 
jar tries 
waste, unused dial 
rightly iron 
tighter lasso 
moment another 
knock beaten 
flaw hair of th~ head 
gourd parsnip 
sorrows omit 
swallow safely 
thresh speech 
lynch urged 
drill vest 
rifle honestly 
thin heir 
mold to a fortune 
knot in a string puddle 
bakery trifle 
geyser date 
gotten Isaac 
slide last 
when amount 
tasted beautiful 
couldn't gull 
gallon parties 
rich offer 
thinnest safety 
knead the dough speeches 
easy term 
germ vex 
gospel cliff 
sure luster 
cottage rhyme 
pail of milk couple 
Minnesota known 
natural geography 
lumber itself 
ready soup 
setting supper 
grade thumb 
sorry corrected 
whenever hose, stockings 
13 
putting 
birth, 
as in birthday 
mirth 
pullies 
shed 
dizzy 
modest 
joy 
appetite 
blast 
happen 
pavement 
post office, n. 
spreading 
vegetables 
tailor 
width 
bore 
with a gimlet 
liquor 
here, 
at this place 
strongest 
tremble 
dank 
interesting 
none 
lesson in Latin 
airplane 
beak 
habits 
parents 
officer 
whirl 
scale 
debt 
grown, 
a grown man 
mint 
trout 
despi3e 
itch 
largely 
animal 
bear a burden 
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14 15 
boll weevil thief 
forth, these 
to go forth moth 
hulk kitten 
touched baggage 
sheet gnarled 
division poetry 
Mexico sources 
join wheat 
apart teacher 
blame flabby 
handled dawn 
pear, fruit bread 
sponge Thanksgiving 
vase morning 
sworn judge 
borrow birch 
lance goes 
throne gravel 
of a king pointed 
weighting down wheelbarrow 
tilt thistle 
season meal 
divisor writers 
northern neglected 
like zinc 
apt crayon 
hanging illness 
pause lull 
postal murmur 
spray neat 
veer they 
snug most 
botch knave 
lower bird 
berrying, gath.er- goblin 
ing berries flavor 
neighborhood grave 
seventh point 
shedding sorrow 
Dixie thong 
modesty meet together 
job scythe 
appear quail 
blank shiver 
handsome creak, a sound 
16 
monthly 
knives 
glum 
grasp 
polar 
sowing seeds 
cough 
talks 
served 
unger 
thickness 
monkeys 
knit 
balloon tire 
giant 
grapple 
police 
whether 
tax 
lungs 
enclosed 
runner 
all of the men 
thickest 
money 
knife 
bald 
ghostly 
government 
grandfather 
taxes 
five 
uncles 
neatness 
lodge 
thieves 
month 
jumble 
baby 
gnaw 
grant 
polite 
sower of wheat 
whey 
tastes 
means 
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17 18 19 20 
surface rip counting pausing 
costly week, 7 days towers postmaster 
hotel ribbon hackberry spread 
rind mile pasture vault 
think knuckle Oklahoma sneeze 
moans gentle sailing Boston 
knee ivory spending trial 
band sour until daring 
glutton sunshiny viewed invent 
grammar thrust close ninety 
sot correct fraction laziness 
suppers finally ores, native air-tight 
mama reviewing metals frost 
fang thirteen mirror guess 
breaking milch cow tripped prints 
you're, you are knuckles describe sack 
courthouse gentleman isle of the sea whistled 
hymn, a song it's, i t is noisy speaker 
either sleeves leader temper 
forests sun gives light angle tide 
hie away lye soap bead clean 
skim smiles habit grope 
carve reward problems shown, 
making thirsty office i;.p. of show 
England county seat sail of a boat childhood 
earliest kodak spelling timid 
youth gentlemen Texas tightly 
covered high in air verse seasons 
hurt slept cling dodge 
elect correction plane, even nostril 
forge ribbons passed, liked 
hereafter modify p. of pass April 
skimming knowledge news blind 
cast a stone general true happiness 
mallet ivy destroy paws 
rattling source item Potomac 
chosen sunshine larger stamping 
yourself thrown back ankle wiring 
cousin correctly bearing vinegar 
hurry review hadn't wife 
elbow modified parks gloat 
foretell gender okra Mrs. 
hiccup handful sailor abbreviation 
skimmed soul, spirit sphere prow 
cask sunrise upper trough 
major throat viewing closed 
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21 22 23 24 
ill keyhole icy banana 
against wage eleven flea, an insect 
foul, unfair crag forgiving govern 
papoose idleness heroine sleeve 
virtues afternoon skirt Sunday 
sum, noun fortune studying thresher 
meek melon maid, servant key to a lock 
since chart fairy maize, milo 
numb quarter mince pie single 
shining wade youths zebra 
cried crest coward crackle 
important idea icicle husk 
again elected elephant eleventh 
forward fork forgive forgotten 
pants palm hers heroes 
virtue slave skinning slack 
suited subtraction subject stuff 
flame mean maiden main 
reel, to staggff' engineer cave manner 
earnest scene, a view striking boast 
thaw zeroes Waco zero 
mope crawl cow country 
judgment hyphen iceberg husking 
axle after election eightieth 
goal form forgetful foresee 
grateful panel herbs hem 
plow sleek skinned slain 
span suffer styles stuffed 
went meeting hark maybe 
sidewalk sea of water planet hoarse 
meadow forces inning scarlet 
muzzle shivered wading your hat 
belt cream crews of ships court 
zone ill-will idiot bustling 
covering age elm eighth 
ill-humor friendship fortieth forest 
El Pasb paints pane of glass helpful 
fought slang slant skidding 
parade summer such stuffing 
vise, a tool afraid sleet majority 
style of a hat forget sudden crowd 
forty palace hero proof 
pantomime sledge reviewed yourselves 
Virginia stutter thirty cover 
sugar you've, you htWecounty hurrying 
giver cozy knob elder 
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25 26 27 28 
whose depot grate arch 
ore, native isinglass of a stove fur 
metal latch beef pearl 
lack angel trench starve 
trim fulfill dare wounded 
derrick angry invade stayed, 
island gust ninetieth p. of stay 
noise prizes letter earth 
letterhead offered airship toenail 
anger sag bean secret 
fulfilled speed guard doubtful 
gypsy terms park occur 
problem closer speak limit 
offering desire whistle few 
said Italian scalp bootjack 
speller lattice teeth gasp 
test anybody very orchard 
verb primer claw preacher 
climbed halves United States attendance 
vowel pastor verses sleigh, 
forever often cloak vehicle 
herd of cattle sailed vices brain 
skin spend stitch tomatoes 
castle unless taught, seesaw 
past, former view p. of teach drones 
time clouds finding obtained 
human sprig tire lilies 
tried blew, search fierce 
devil the wind blew dotted arise 
inviting psalm noose gear 
largest loiters life ostrich 
anvil stopping February preparing 
beat in a race doctor bonfire cooking 
hail, frozen rain modern hardly sleight 
parlor jowl paying of hand 
old apple potatoes wasn't 
sailors bleas kindle tomato 
spice happened currant, seep 
urge paw a fruit drizzly 
vessel post-office, adj. radish merely 
closely stamped trails lilac 
overthrow wired sharpen field 
does, female sneer duet awkward 
deer wield merit gazing 
loiter dragged jetty orphan 
trifles climb fell price 
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29 30 31 32 
roaring rainbow tiny foes 
peeling boar, male hog seeded, planted tomorrow 
potatoes shine dollar shears 
trust dose melted drouth 
toilet might library mesh 
seem, atppears jolly felt jewels 
drowse feats aren't fetter 
merchant bond furrow arm 
Jerusalem hard pedals gases 
birthday opening prairies opossum 
arrive potato stated preach 
handed stanza witch stay 
ounce wise swollen witty 
pressing tack buy a hat sweat 
prim wig bunch cabin 
steam wreck a train current, of a freedom 
swarming born strP-a.rrt course, 
cared into the world pickle direction 
poor quilt trailing blow-out 
woman tired prairie tomb 
value searched sharp shawl 
carrying dodged dome doubt 
world north minnow merry 
idle, lifeboat Jesus jewelry 
not working fee female fever 
pope bowl, dish blister armful 
women hare, a rabbit argue fume 
sweeper payment furry gasoline 
cannot poultry peddle papers orange 
platter starry prance preached 
idol, a thing wisest state staying 
worshiped table with wives 
steady willing swing swept 
wolf aflame buttonhole calm 
swift guessed, tremendous average 
call p. of guess vane, stare, to look 
marry cigar weathm-cock steadily 
nose, part of add cheer pies 
the face shield tiresome together 
wishes doe, female deer seek secrets 
sweeping middle don't down 
wire joist noon occurred 
beggar feeble lief go as not limp 
tail book fence fickle 
of an animal hardware block border 
bargain peak happy funeral 
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33 34 35 36 
branches east weak, feeble pound 
tongues sham toil tablet 
shall tons shared window 
drooped drizzle share post 
metal member drowsy wisely 
Lincoln linen mention start 
fisherman fidgety jersey scheme 
ark, Noah's awl, a tool fiction vice, 
gem gawky awfully wickedness 
other organ gather rank 
present prepared ourselves tightest 
poplar pony pretty searching 
won a priie wool priest does, sing. of do 
sweep van prices North Dakota 
candy candle swam light 
berries carry careless feel 
skull and volley ball fuse bitter 
crossbones pale, dough, fully 
earnestly lacking color for bread peanut 
title lagoon Baptist pouring water 
seine for fish treating sea level started 
dropping danger difficult wish 
obtains different nineteenth swum 
lily nimble laughter winning 
fender laugh apiece eight, 
Arkansas air line beech tree four and four 
furnace frightful handkerchief trials 
others grum patch darling 
president printed opal invite 
stating sparrow San Antonio ninth 
within whip spirits lazy 
sweating saving utter aisle of a church 
card teaspoonful violet frown 
dishful tickets shorn guest of a hotel 
night, clap cupboard prison 
dusk to dawn brush peace o'clock 
torn seeming, and good will whistling 
ton appearing slight, to neglect speaking 
shadow touring car told a story Tennessee 
dropped seaport seems, appears tidy 
mesquite diameter drowned clear 
jingle its, possessive mercy hope 
fern laundry jest through 
arithmetic anyone fit the street 
garter better around prose 
opera hamlet gate, of a yard till 
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37 38 39 40 
peddler order press path 
praise preaching portion ponies 
standing starting wonder Santa Claus 
wires wished Sweden splice 
swimming sweets can't valley 
cabbage camp flour /or bread violins 
greedily jail hall, should 
dew creek, a stream corridor pity 
on the gra88 of water struggle pair, two of 
slumber grew warped a kind 
followed training shelter shade 
sharing shatter doesn't travels 
done, p. of do doze mice dancing 
mighty merrily joined difference 
jostle jewel feed niece 
feathers feeling biscuit lax 
fend apron handle aimless 
bomb fund peanuts frightened 
harbor ordered power grudge 
opened prepare porch print 
prayer startle swear sparkle 
stand wishing bushel whim 
wither camel steal, savage 
swine coal to thieve teasing 
buying veil, churn clang 
pen f aJCe-eovering study dread 
pray for ruler titles allowed, 
blessings tin second p. of allow 
increased see a h.ouse double seventy 
trickle driving occupy scrawl 
dash ocean limb diamond 
digger limped fertile next 
noble fellows armchair laurel 
lead the horae arctic gas anything 
Alabama funnel oral between 
fruit peas pressed hammer 
guilty practice station patriot 
prisoner starved without omitted 
odor wit sweater Satan 
safe sweet calf splinter 
live button promise valleys 
absent, meddle, prayed views 
not present to inter/ere for favors clover 
races frankly finished deep 
troop grip with the treat presents 
died, expired hand Dallas for Christmas 
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41 
our house 
presses 
primary 
steak, meat 
swan 
careful 
gain 
souls 
of the dea.d 
smiling 
tolled a bell 
seen with eyes 
drum 
mere 
likely 
fiddler 
awful 
army 
gaudy 
orderly 
pretend 
painted 
won't 
carpet 
seize with hands 
plumb, straight 
up and down 
greedy 
treats 
dangle 
differently 
nineteen 
laughed 
airman 
front 
gruff 
printing 
spatter 
whipped 
says 
teas, pl. of tea 
tickle 
class 
dreary 
knows 
the lesson 
42 
woolen 
seashore 
doing 
norther 
lightning 
ape 
black 
handling 
pauper 
posted 
spoonfuls 
vast 
sword 
wipe 
roller skates 
holey, having 
holes 
smaller 
trouble 
desk 
isthmus 
latter 
ant, insect 
becoming 
halter 
pasting 
only 
same 
spirit 
usual 
victuals 
clothes 
milestone 
pore 
of the skin 
lowest 
know 
your lesson 
broken 
star 
wiser 
swim 
will 
stir 
Israel 
Latin 
43 44 
higher, saint 
comp. of high spider 
answered 
become 
Hallowe'en 
paste 
onion 
salve 
spine 
using 
victory 
cloth 
fiercely 
poured from a 
pitcher 
fluid 
triangle 
dart 
invited 
no, negative 
lead, metal 
ajar 
frozen 
guide 
prisons 
October 
whistles 
speaks 
tense 
tight 
clearly 
mill 
pores 
of the skin 
blood 
sweetly 
allow 
scribble 
didn't 
nice 
later 
anywhere 
became 
hale and hearty 
partly 
one, half of two 
used 
vile 
closet 
curb 
grizzly, some­
what gray 
turning 
scrubbed 
differ 
isn't 
latest 
answer 
any 
because 
half 
partner 
oneself 
sale of goods 
spike 
useful 
Saturday 
tenth 
digging 
nobody 
lava 
ail, to trouble 
fuel 
gray 
prize 
off 
which 
sauce 
tease, to annoy 
velvet 
city 
twenty 
Turkey, 
a countr41 
beehive 
screen 
dictionary 
Niagara 
lately 
anyway 
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JUNIOR SPELLING LIST 
1 
artistic 
heroic 
democrat 
subsc1'ibed 
incline 
doughty 
enthusiastic 
heroism 
democracy 
subscribing 
inclined 
dotage 
scuttle 
forestall 
seldom 
torrent 
colonies 
benediction 
foreigner 
select 
tortoise 
colonist 
auditorium 
abandon 
selected 
torture 
colored 
ferment 
hesitate 
democratic 
subscription 
include 
domain 
hyena 
selecting 
tortured 
Colorado 
hurriedly 
denied 
subscriptions 
included 
dormitory 
instil 
assault 
seniors 
2 
likelihood 
vanilla 
neglecting 
hideous 
asparagus 
senior 
limited 
educational 
vanquish 
mien, manner 
historical 
assent, to agree 
senators 
substance 
listless 
easel 
vantage 
patent 
hither 
assemble 
senator 
subtract 
literary 
varieties 
indicate 
senate 
minister 
collide 
uncomfortable 
architect 
forfeits 
seepage 
tornadoes 
collision 
fixture 
forfeit 
seethe 
torpedo 
3 4 
suspect improvement 
hermit publishing 
demand hoodwink 
subscribe depart 
incident successful 
drapery loath 
puncture publisher 
herewith honorable 
deliver denote 
askew success 
submitting livelihood 
inasmuch as patient 
duplicate hominy 
punctuation denominator 
heretofore succeeded 
aside lithe 
submitted fatigue 
impure horror 
11uspense assure 
horizon selfsame 
mince meanwhile 
semicircle resigned 
assist valet 
minerals specify 
unconcerned hospital 
alibi assured 
horizontal selections 
assistance tortures 
semiannual resignation 
measurements valued 
resource application 
undertone humorous 
horrible aspect 
assistant selection 
measurement torturing 
resigning loathe 
undue resent 
pugilist valuing 
colonel, an ofjiceT herald patience 
vend 
indelible 
forewarn 
seizure 
velocity 
hurricane 
ascent of a hill hobby 
suddenly assert 
impudent succeed 
puddling literature 
torpedoes deportment 
colonial successfully 
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5 6 7 8 
helpmate rating smirk witnessing 
acknowledge slogan surrender conceited 
vengeful warrior tattoo clumsiness 
clangor talented universities vested 
concerning confess partnership confer 
wondering wondered disguise titbit 
confidence conduct heirloom collector 
tapning postpone sections impat.ient 
slough confined swarthy imposed 
watershed dispose torment respected 
acid unison collective ungentlemanly 
wary published impartial publication 
concern definitely importance defy 
raspberry delivery respectfully delivered 
venom seemingly unusually securing 
clannish symbol raze, tear down systems 
rashly tonnage discontinue tornado 
conferring collecting active colleges 
womanly immortal smattering imperfect 
conceived imprison surround improper 
slipshod diagram tassel resound 
warrant untimely condemn discontent 
talent realized possible acquire 
villagers discoveries conflict sluice 
discard actually distil surprising 
accurate smoulder universe tarnish 
taint survey partition concrete 
slightly taunt definite possessor 
warehouse certain delve Connecticut 
conferred postscript section distinction 
wizard confront system unlettered 
achieve untrodden tonsils passenger 
discharge readily collection delightful 
rated discontinued impar.t helmet 
discern actively imply secure 
confide smelt respecting swerve 
wonderful surrounded conceive securely 
concerned tasteful vesper swindle 
dispel condition clematis tobacco 
acquaint possibly viny code 
wattles confine account imperative 
conclusion distasteful visual impossible 
tariff unlimited disc respectable 
concert realize slighting unwelcome 
confident discourage tact raven 
wonders actual ward balmy 
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9 10 11 12 
telegram ravel imitate tingeing 
changing discolored consent chapel 
possessive acquaintance disappearance immoral 
connecting sluggish scholar connection 
donation waylay syllable diploma 
unexplored vaccinate tomfoolery vaccination 
passion participle collect partial 
delicious discussed vacated discuss 
ballot baffle particular badger 
scheming social disease sociable 
swoon surveyor balk surveying 
token tavern schedule tissue paper 
colicky chairman suspend cocoon 
image poultice taxing illustration 
conscience conqueror challenged conquered 
discipline dislocate ideal disloyal 
unexpected unfortunately congress unfounded 
passengers realm discourse parish 
delight delayed vacate deity 
ballad heedless ravage heaviness 
secures scholarly diseases scholastic 
swivel suspicion balm suspicions 
toilsome telegrams schemed tinge 
coffin delicate suspended chant 
illustrate bamboo tedious cocoa 
impress schemes champion illegal 
resources sycamore ignorant connections 
unmask tolerable connect diphthong 
partridge colon immediately vaguely 
delighted imagined implore parody 
channel conscious disadvantage discovery 
immediate disband vacates addressing 
implant ungraceful particle snub 
disagreeable publish discussion swain 
unwieldy definition balcony tint 
rave deliveries societies coconut 
disfavor sedan surveys ill-gotten 
acquainted syllables tawny conquer 
sluggard tonic challenge disorganize 
suspending college poverty unfulfilled 
teething licorice conquest parley 
changeable impression disfigure degree 
ignored resolving unforeseen addressed 
connected unfavorable pastime secretary 
discord passive delegate suspicious 
unwholesome discount bandit tinsel 
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unmindful rarely disappear colonize 
realizing booty sage ~ ·:>mmercial 
disciple disappointed wallet vicar 
additional boot verge combination 
smuggle slight.ed carelessness Cl)mmittee 
surveyed conceit plentiful comfortable 
taut, tight weal buffer cumply 
certainly witless yeoman wandering 
pottery witticism confidential comments 
confuse carnival carefully concave 
disperse salary pledging vigorous 
unfurl wand rapture carp 
parliament caring buffaloes plight 
dell vermin safes undoubtedly 
addresses disarm waived hi,s rights invasion 
sect according unpleasantly refusing 
swab rascal rant rivulet 
carpenter boar disagree bleach 
conceal disappointment bookkeeper kindred 
plodders confederate yodel invalids 
compliment vibrate confirm Kafir, corn 
veto tacit confirming invalid 
wanton vital yule justify 
compose warble wainscot normal 
veteran slaughters budget brisk 
wane ply career criticism 
vertical carriage pleasurable petrify 
slaughtering comparison budding refused 
comport concealed carcass territories 
compound plumage pleaded rivalry 
bulk waif buckshot blam11less 
pliant unpleasant ransom introduction 
version carbon dirge junction 
wander buckle ransacked underwear 
worshipful plead vigorously bleak 
verily tabernacle bulky invention 
salaries congratulate concede unfortunate 
wan nonsense conclude knell 
plaid brindled building British 
plenty critic wroth crocheting 
co.ndense pettish salad cannibal 
cargo tersely rapidly terribly 
Sahara committed disappeared personally 
verify voyager disappoint pertain 
waltzing booby urgent terrify 
disappointing sadder bookworm criticize 
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robbery brunette roil plaids 
irony plaited blizzard temperance 
lackey tantrum temperature construction 
unhappy constrain contradict itemized 
canoe regard unity juiciness 
broadcasting blemish volumes refuse 
croquet regards unites bland 
invitations roguish roiled rite, ceremony 
Labrador blissful itemize textile 
unhappily capable volume phantom 
tension brooch temperate birthright 
perpendicular cue bonny rill 
regal issued bondage refusal 
roasting ear unite ransack pharmacy 
bleat lapse bonbon theaters 
invitation temporary Roosevelt pied 
labeled perjure sacred piety 
ungrateful canyon bobbin nominative 
cannon broker roofing absolutely 
broadcast cudgel ranks creole 
crony issue romantic nobility 
tepid lament blouse squadron 
persist unit captive understand 
regain regarding capture jugular 
roadster blight brutal blackguard 
Britain rodent plateaus carrot, a vege­
canned tendency talisman table 
tendril perjury console sacrifice 
permissible irrigate brunt unpaid 
canvas tent lamely plateau rostrum 
brogan uniforms captain waft 
crystal canvass for votes Sabine unnecessary 
regarded brogue unknown pilfer 
irregular cubic carrier tippler 
uniform vouch ranges abyss 
laden rancid bombard carat, a unit of 
robust romance sable weight 
blend bloated vulgar refuge 
plea random unlikely rigidly 
brutish rankle saber biped 
tableau continually Sabbath credit 
conjugate united volunteers accede 
ranging bronze university credited 
taffeta caper volunteer tirade 
plaza plague capital, cif)y pillage 
capitol, bui'lding ramble bruise understanding 
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accompanies tolerate 
neutralize righteous 
creator tragedy 
accord piracy 
myth splendid!~· 
squabble breathe 
brigade muse 
refreshing referred 
shipwreck shift 
righted dross 
accordance splendid 
neutral breastwork 
creation murky 
sprightly referee 
mystery dropsy 
briefly sheriff 
neuter refer 
create breastplate 
accordingly spiteful 
transform expired 
piteous shepherd 
sleighing, riding squad 
in a sl.eigh, journeying 
undersized undergrowth 
underneath creatures 
creed access 
abstain nevertheless 
abstract toboggan 
underhand refrain 
waver, move un- rift 
steadily shipped 
crisis translation 
nonetheless pitiless 
absolute neighborly 
crevice crave 
understood accuracy 
squander sporting 
pillaged mutual 
refrigerator spotless 
rigid refresh 
shoal shipping 
squabbling rigging 
brilliant splendor 
jaunty breed 
refreshment musieal 
creature referring 
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drudgery mustache 
shimmer transmission 
trellis neighboring 
placid whisk broom 
necessary breaker 
acquitted reef 
decent expire 
cravat sheathe 
transmit tributary 
pittauce poesy 
nectar national 
acquit adequate 
decided deceit 
sport reduction 
bribery sheaf 
mussel, a bivalve tripod 
shipment pointedly 
ridicule nasal 
refined adhere 
drunkenness deceased 
brew reducing 
sponsor expert 
musician shapely 
brethren spinster 
pitiable whisk 
acrobat breadth 
netted breach 
accustom narrowed 
creamery decease 
nervous wholesome 
accustomed deceived 
craze spirited 
sportive whither 
myriad activity 
brink nay, no 
adjacent tremendously 
poise trespass 
trustee playwright 
plaintive, mourn- naturally 
ful deceive 
bridle rein adapt. 
sport.;d trespasses 
muster poacher 
bridal part71 native 
reform deceitful 
shipments adage 
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narrative appoint shabby postures 
adjust Shakespeare portico similar 
decayed whatsoever brandish dandelion 
spinach expand totals project 
brazen wether, sheep exile progressing 
wherein bravery profited boulder, a large 
experience apply welcoming stone 
reduced exist exhausted wearying 
shaping po.rridge appears simmer 
expensive politics tournament exhaust 
shaped massacre products trousers 
decay whereas perform trowel 
adjusted brawn sincere traceable 
narration debate exhibition perceive 
tyranny narrate exhibit prohibit 
portable totally weld dandruff 
narrating admiral perfectly bothersome 
adjustment zigzagged possibility weariness 
debater admiration tousle simile 
reduce dealt dappled stoutly 
shanty appreciate boy scout appeared 
expelled shampoo sewage weasel 
brawny spherical applaud per cent 
spigot totaled applause dangerous 
sphinx zeal bracelet progress 
wherefore daze profitable abash 
redeem appointed dating pension 
shamrock exit portrayed truant 
expel welfare applied trackless 
appreciated speedily shackle courteous 
expanse portal straightforward wealthy 
transgress tour simply wearies 
spiral perish boycott signature 
shameful dated dapper exercised 
spendthrift proclaim potent pensions 
wheedle sewer towered tracing 
brawl brakeman simpler damaged 
dawdle speechless bouquet peony 
Yucca production straggling appearance 
proceeds welding dangerously damsel 
totaling performs potion silenced 
prevailing dauntless towering storage 
daunt performed percentage exert 
permanent productive simper borne on the 
spellbound portray weird back 
existence tourh•t perfection properties 
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cereal, as wheat trait moccasin quadruped 
exempt signalize shrewdly transitive 
scaffold wealthiest satire cleanse 
traffic remembers fray transported 
courage clergyman remarking remark 
Penn::Jylvania pending tunnel fragrant 
climate counsel, an at- transfers sardine 
wealthier torney correspondence shrew 
signal transact peerless mite, small 
reminding tranquil purify amount 
excusable pendulum transferring clause, part of 
excursion clever tumult sentence 
signing- modifier corridor peculiar 
weakening sidle peevish corpse 
client saturated mode quantities 
penniless exclamation shriveled translate 
coupon remembrance cleave turf 
proposal tubing remedy pealing bells 
trudge propositions free trade ration 
tragic trusty satisfied cornstal!.c 
reminder proposition punctuate translated 
sausage coupe transferred turmoil 
proportion penetrate tumor remains 
truckle modifies punctual fragment 
remit clevis costume sarcasm 
tradition siege penal showy 
truce exclamatory cleft misunderstand-
percale remind modeled ing 
prolonged sauerkraut Sicily shouldering 
wearied traitor satisfy classify 
botany council of city frenzy peacefully 
prominent penalty remembered ravine 
pronunciation clergy tulip misshapen 
appeal modeling coral clan 
scaled sidewise turpentine mackerel 
courageous frequently transparent relish 
trustworthy remembering shred cooper 
couplet satisfying remarked transport 
peninsula transfer fraught twaddle 
signed tuition satchel attic 
saunter prosecute cleanly foundation 
exclude moderate mixture sane, not cralzy 
reminded siding shrewd shoeing 
wayward saturate cleanliness mispronounced 
clew exclaimed peer clamor 
proposals protestant correspond machinist 
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convict indorse sample trounce 
twining lyre of Apollo comic treaty 
renounce fortunate locomotive unceasing 
traveled attached increasing resemble 
trend tresses miracle combat 
remaining traveling suggest column 
fountain pen twinge athletic astir 
sapphire repetition formerly assuring 
shortsighted convey saliva forgery 
mistreat lure suggested sensed 
classes indicative mischief loathsome 
magic miser indecent troublesome 
cope suggestion lore tropical 
relentless salute controlled treatment 
tutor forthwith repulse unbiased 
transplant attach typhoid trolley 
remained twinkle treasured trophy 
fountain transporting trio treasury 
Santiago machinery independence resemblance 
shortage convinced misconduct unanimous 
coolie remedies suggesting comedy 
remarkable sullen sallow locally 
tweezers misleading forsake including 
Macbeth clam athletics minuend 
convince attending trinket suffered 
remorse fossil trifling salesman 
transports sandwiches treasure forlorn 
twilight attended typewriter astray 
attacked forwarding republicans trivial 
forwarded sandwich conversation locate 
sampling sulky lorn comet 
suitable suite of rooms independent requirements 
misguided mishap loyalty tyrant 
citizenship civil tribute treasures 
Maca.ulay trifled convex triumph 
convicted atlas republican athlete 
remote forthcoming types formal 
trapper salmon treachery salesmen 
twined traveler trite suffering 
sampled twines triple minuet 
fortunes repast treasuring incomplete 
attaching conveyed typical location 
misfortune luxury reputation comfort 
suicide indite a letter typing requirement 
miseries miserable treasurer suggestions 
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reassure 
agnostic 
interim 
recognition 
prodigal 
respectability 
condign 
helve 
decamp 
capacious 
peradventure 
zoology 
mendacity 
substantially 
excerpt 
infest 
mollify 
affront 
baneful 
recommendation 
prodigality 
fantastic 
concourse 
hector 
decompose 
compassion 
percolate 
conventional 
metamorphosis 
ostensible 
defiance 
infirmity 
realty 
agility 
barricade 
recluse 
professions 
resonant 
concussion 
heedfully 
decorum 
compensation 
percolation 
zephyr 
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mete, to allot subtle 
ostentation excessive 
deficit inferred 
inflammable momentary 
prodigy aggrandize 
resistless bankruptcy 
conditional recommit 
hemorrhage community 
deceivable sanitary 
capillary fissure 
perceivable competent 
convene perdition 
menial converse 
suburban tabulate 
exchangeable outrageous 
infinite deflect 
momentous inflect 
aggregate rebate 
barbarian agricultural 
recompense interlude 
profanation uniformed 
resolute profile 
condole respective 
heraldry commotion 
deceptive sanctuary 
capitulate flagrant 
perceiving competition 
convenience peremptory 
meningitis conversely 
subvert taciturn 
defendant ovation 
infinitesimal deformity 
monarchy inflection 
aggregation rebellious 
barbaric alacrity 
reconcile interment 
profane recondite 
condiment apoplexy 
heinous respectively 
decapitate communication 
capacity hecatomb 
perambulate decipher 
convalescent capricious 
mendicant perception 
4 
convention 
meritorious 
orthodox 
deferential 
infirmary 
monetary 
reconstruction 
profossional 
aggrieve 
barbarous 
resonance 
canine 
naphtha 
emanate 
axiom 
affirmation 
inference 
delusive 
menagerie 
papal 
integer 
inauguration 
calculation 
pronounced 
itinerary 
elusive 
averse 
capabilities 
irritate 
Elizabethan 
balustrade 
affright 
inevitable 
extradition 
ignoramus 
panoply 
intensive 
inanimate 
fain, longing 
fallacious 
communion 
sanity 
fiscal 
competency 
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percussion barbarism emancipate fluctuate 
conversant reconnoiter awesome complex 
taboret profanity insufficient paragon 
ostracize respiration ineffectual melancholy 
deficient canton delusion tantalize 
inflammatory irretrievable memorial overture 
reawakening elimination papacy degenerate 
agonize avocation intangible priority 
interlace instructions inaugurate receptacle 
ungrounded inert instability alcove 
proficient extravagance infectious intermediate 
capability memoranda demagogue recourse 
irritable paltry inaccurate apothecary 
elision intercede integral cadaverous 
avidity inaudible incandescent potations 
institution falsify resolutions naturalize 
inertia aggression compartment embarrassment 
extraordinary barbarity posterior eminent 
memorable reconsideration foray insistently 
panegyric profess component premonition 
intently resolution paradox delinquent 
inapplicable canto conversion illuminate 
calisthenics narcotic tarpaulin proceeding 
forfeiture embarrassed palatial alkali 
issuance avoirdupois deliberation fallacy 
embezzle insubordination primitive commute 
aviation ineligible receivable posterity 
instigate deluge alimentary flotilla 
inexhaustible memorandum intermingle compile 
delicacy inadequate procrastination paradoxical 
imagination intact apparition medium 
panacea inaugural cameo technically 
intelligence fallible isolate overt 
familiarize caldron nauseous defunct 
communicable propaganda eligibility principally 
sanguinary itinerant badinage receiver 
flippancy eluded affluent alcoholic 
competitor aversion indulgence intermittent 
perennial installment extol appease 
convenient infect ignoble calumny 
tactics demarcation palisade irritating 
overawes imaginable intensify elongate 
defray inadvertent incarnation bailiff 
inflexible integrity facilitate affray 
rebuttal Canterbury compact inestimable 
albumen narcissus posthumous extort 
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ignominious deference dejected facsimile 
procedure infinity privacy comparatively 
intensity monasteries reciprocate promenade 
inalienable observatory insular foment 
Fahrenheit dissent reciprocity complicity 
comparable covenant prodigious parasites 
postilion inoculation appalling memoir 
fluency reftex cameos technique 
complacent amendment isolation palatable 
paralysis pneumatic nautical deliberate 
melodious burlesque paramount privation 
tantamount sectarian bacteriology recapitulate 
overweening traduce affluence alignment 
degradation quondam industrial interminable 
prism operatic execute proclivity 
recipient ethereal technology apparatus 
algebraic commodious palliate callous 
international disahuse intemperance formality 
recreant enfranchise incarnate nausea 
aptitude allegiance facilities embellish 
inftammation satisfactory compensate aviatress 
reciprocal animate potable institute 
alienate invoice folios inexcusable 
int.erject verbatim complicate delineate 
recreation faacination parasit.e illogical 
appall calaboose membrane panorama 
caliber promiscuous ignite alimony 
forbearance irrelevant paging communicative 
iterate nationality dejection postulate 
emboss emigration privateer foible 
avert available recant complexioned 
instantaneous insoluble align percolator 
infallible ineffective recital converge 
extinguish delirium proclamation tarantula 
imaginary illustrious Appalachian paean 
palter palpitate cajoling deign 
intellectual insulation prominently invincible 
falsity faction naturalization angular 
communicate compatible embarrassing mutable 
sanguine potential emissary fantasy 
decimate folio insolence calculating 
caprice complication industrious promulgate 
perceptible paraphrase delirious irresolute 
conveniently memento illusion emergency 
mercenary idyllic palpable aver 
ornate pageantry insulate inspiration 
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premises allege avarice distort 
deluded satisfaction insolvency criticizing 
illiterate anguish preliminary hypotheses, pl. 
problematical inviolate deliverance succulent 
insurrection Mussulman imagery anarchy 
facile fascinate probabilities garish 
cancellation canopy insuperable aspirations 
irregularity irregularities extremities segregate 
compliance necessitate camouflage penetrable 
eligible eliminate irrefutable vendor's lien 
baccalaureate bacillus necessarily sacrifices 
affix afflicts parapet curriculum 
premature premeditate bacteria obstructs 
extricate exuberant Iliad distend 
illegally illegible affliction creditably 
probation probability prelude hypnotism 
emergencies embezzlement exult succor 
fabulous incapable exude analogy 
calamity executed pristine fulcrum 
promontory obsession embryo ascension 
irresistible dissension intelligible sedulous 
emigrant CQVert incapacity penance 
avaricious inopportune facility voucher 
insolvent reflexive odium submissiv~ 
premise amenable distinguished evince 
delude pneumonia crucifixion predatory 
illicit bushwhacker adversary miscellaneous 
probity sectional inverse insatiable 
insurgent tragedian analytic alternately 
facetious quorum galvanized scanned 
destitution structure assemblage haphazard 
disseminate ethics seniority vaudeville 
cozen, to cheat commodities penitential mystical 
adoration disaffection whimsical cumbrous 
references engrave subsist obsolete 
ambush allegory excavated dissolution 
plurality savory preferable credential 
buoyance animated miscreant inquest 
secretes invoices insidious succession 
tractable verbiage ambassador Americanization 
quintessence fashioning affiliate fundamental 
onerous calculate hardihood cabriolet 
cautiously promissory vengeance sediment 
commissioner irreparable sagacity transcend 
direful nasturtium cynic variance 
energetic emigrate officiate suavity 
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evangelist dissimilar decalogue transcendent 
precocious amity officious vortex 
minority pliancy dilute subjugate 
ennoble bulwark cauterize eventual 
alluring sedate advert preconceiving 
schedules genial inveterate mischievous 
hackneyed fatiguing pleurisy enrapture 
irrational observation gauntlet allusion 
mutilate dissection assets affecting 
culinary credence sentencing hallow 
obstinate adroit pennant varlet 
dissenter refinement zealot sacrilegious 
credibly plutocracy substituting culpable 
hydrangea buoyancy exceptionable obstacles 
refugee ameliorate prelate dissolute 
amicable secreting missive credentials 
frustrate traction insipid inquisitive 
artificial quittance elegy successive 
securities omnivorous concord amiable 
tragedies ether haughtily frivolous 
quoth committal veracious cadence 
stultify disability sagaciously sedition 
eulogize enforceable decade transatlantic 
commonwealth allegation vulgarity variation 
minstrel satisfactorily subpoena subaltern 
engross offscouring evolve evasion 
alliance diphtheria predicable preconceive 
scandalize crucial misrepresent ministerial 
annals advisory inscribed enormity 
involve investment alternative alluvial 
mysterious pliable advocacy scheduling 
fatalist gaudiness haply haggard 
engraving fanatic vehemence variegated 
alleviate sensual salient mutiny 
schism pensive curate culminate 
animosity zealous advocate obstinacy 
invoke subterranean harangue dissemble 
mutually exceptional ocular credible 
annihilate preliminaries distinctive hyacinth 
invulnerable mitigate criterion reformation 
garnish insistent hygiene animation 
fealty elicit successor frontispiece 
destitute concordance ammunition artifice 
covetous Hawaiian fusion secular 
admonish veranda assassin touchingly 
refute saline seditious quota 
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strychnin eulogy amputated corrosion 
etymology precincts futile intricate 
obstreperous disastrous ascendency elaborate 
dissipate enhance seduce latent 
covertly precursor pellucid Raphael 
admissible misconceive votary objectively 
refutation enshrine subjunctive abbreviation 
ambuscade 
fugitive 
altercation 
affectionately 
evict 
egotism 
tyro 
portend 
artisan handicraft larboard convulse 
security vassal rampant bovine 
traitorous sagacious obeisance pedestal 
commodity culpably duration corpulent 
disaster analyses, pl. twinging pervade 
alliteration 
satirize 
fumigate 
aspersion 
pontoon 
bounteous 
berate 
efficient 
trammel 
radiator 
sedative 
tranquillity 
pedagogue 
odorous 
languish 
variable 
stupendous radiate diligence numerical 
evacuate stupor crusade estimable 
precipitous 
disavow 
enigma 
evanescence 
precision 
miscellany 
hypocritical 
inversely 
generate 
turgid 
pomegranates 
brevity 
allotment enjoins gangrene peculiarly 
satirizing allude assertions vilification 
habitation scheduled senility corpuscle 
involved habitual penitentiary biennial 
function irascible wiseacre duplicity 
aspirant mythology substantial efficiency 
sedentary crystalline excavation predestinate 
transaction 
radical 
obtrusive 
dissipation 
preferment 
misdemeanor 
mirage 
inscribe 
suave 
evangelical 
preclude 
minutely 
crepe de Chine 
inorganic 
regalia 
amenity 
insignificant 
ambiguity 
affinity 
harmonious 
alternation 
Scandinavian 
hapless 
vegetation 
enmity venial turpitude mystify 
allure salable ponderous cupidity 
scansion Czecho-Slovakia boundaries obtrusion 
habitually 
ironical 
inscription 
altruism 
pecuniary 
sophistry 
dissociation 
creosote 
sacrament odious corresponding inordinate 
crypt dissuade intolerable regale 
radiant critical languor subordinate 
stupefy hygienic ramify evoke 
fatality succinct nutrime11t vouchsafe 
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desecrate brilliancy distillation deduction 
casualty pedantic cretonne Christianize 
fertilize repartee adulation endurance 
adaptability cosmetic sufficiently courtier 
chattels intrigue anatomy adolescence 
significance elapse furlough consummate 
atonement lateral assail rectitude 
contemplating rapine semicircular platitude 
redress obligate penetration disreputable 
brigands abbreviate warranted colonizing 
timothy ulcer subserve tome 
combatant portent exaggeration despite 
desertion brahma predispose commandant 
cataclysm pedestrian miraculous bronchial 
adamant olfactory inscrutable tocsin 
chauffeur dilemma aluminum catalogue 
significant crucible affable presentiment 
adduce adulterate harass addict 
contaminate inventory veneer chorister 
redundancy generalize sacrificing silhouette 
combustion futurity cursory administer 
brigadier assassinate obtrude rectify 
timorous Semitic distemper platinum 
coherence Pentecost credulous desist 
designate welter hypocrisy category 
catacombs subsidiary succotash representatives 
demolished eJlasperate analogous decrepit 
adaptation preeminent fulsome chemical 
Chautauqua moderation ascribe skeptic 
signifying insensible seersucker adept 
adenoid alumnus pendent recruit 
contemporaneous affiance destined plasticity 
redolent hardily catholicism comedian 
brokerage venerate colleague bronchitis 
combustible salutary defective tincture 
pedantry custody chromo desolate 
prologue furbish enduring catarrh 
corroborate asphyxiate court-martial voracious 
intoxication semblance administration dedicate 
Egyptian penetrated consummation chilblain 
larynx warily recumbent similarity 
rap11cious subsequent Platonic adhesion 
obesity exaction disrupt contagion 
duteous prediction tonsilitis redundant 
tyrannical missionary despotism buccaneer 
redemption occidental cathedral commemorate 
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tolerance affidavit despotic adjure 
desolately hardiness catchpenny recriminate 
catamount venal deduce plagiarize 
mammon salutation Christendom disport 
decry cymbal endow tithe 
chicanery obviate courier despondent 
similarly distraction ado catechize 
adherent croquette consuming personate 
consumption hysterics redoubtable dilapidated 
refectory succumb plenary chivalry 
buffoon anarchist colonization sinister 
toleration occult dissected adjutant 
commensurate distillery tortuous commissary 
derogatory criminal despoiled recurring 
casual hydraulic caucus plagiarism 
oriental inventories collegiate dispenses 
acute ancestral dignity torpor 
chattel furtherance chronic descendant 
signally assailant sincerity catastrophe 
athwart seminary adjudicate personality 
contemn penitence topography acumen 
redound wearable commercially chimera 
bugbear subservient administrator simulate 
pedigree exalt recuperate adhesive 
colossal predominate plausible contemplate 
hallelujah mischance dissatisfaction referred 
venturous insecure despond colonnade 
sanctimonious alumni causal bullion 
debut affectation digress thraldom 
oligarchy harbinger chronicle corresp&ndent 
dilatory venerable adjunct intolerance 
crucifix sacrilege commiseration egoism 
advantageously curtail simultaneous larceny 
invigorate cater administrative rampart 
genealogy destiny recur convoy 
gallantry collusion plebeian obelisk 
assassination dilated collier dutiful 
senile christen abrogate typhus 
penitent alkaline torpid pontiff 
Westminster sobriety desirous bountiful 
subsidy admonition catechism pedant 
excavate consul colloquial ominous 
preemption redoubt dilate diplomacy 
modulate Pleiades chimerical causative 
inseparable dissect commission adverse 
amalgamate tortilla sinuous investigate 
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plenteous servitude abhorrent elasticity 
garrulous astronomy patrician laudable 
assess constrict quarantined rapturous 
sensibility chastisement classification obligation 
penurious piratical sentiment abdicate 
withal bouillon inure ulterior 
substantiate aborigines consistent Portuguese 
excellency peculiarity legitimate identical 
prejudices querulousness ratify counterpart 
Mohammedanism revelry obnoxious inundate 
insincere seraph abduct consignment 
ambiguous assumption pathos legendary 
anniversary oonstellation quadrangle ratio 
hurried charitable proximo obloquy 
venomous pimento sententious abdominal 
sanctify immature inundated pathetic 
debit abolitionist consolidate putrid 
qmnipotent payee legislature pomegranate 
diligently quarto rational remembrances 
caustic unconscious obscurely counteract 
adversity sequester abduction intrusion 
investigation assuage pathology electrify 
plentitude constitute qualification legacy 
gaseous charlatan proximity rasher 
assessment placate separable oblivious 
sensibilities immaterial invaluable abdomen 
penury abnormal conspicuous ultimatum 
withe of oats paucity characteristic possibilities 
substituted quartermaster realistic popularity 
excelsior personification imaginative leisurely 
prejudicial servile abeyance ravenous 
molecules asterisk patriarch obsequies 
insinuate constituent qualm aberration 
ambulance chasten undisguised patois 
annotate pinion coterie quandary 
ordnance estrange intrude tedium 
S'everity abomination elate corrode 
astonishes peccadillo laudatory intrepid 
constitutional quay, wharf rarity eject 
Chattanooga portentous obliterate lassitude 
pinnacle sequel abdication rapacity 
etch invariable ultimate obituary 
abominate conspiracy portfolio dynasty 
peculiarities charade statistics tyrannize 
quietus realization cosmopolitan invalidate 
preternatural imbecile intrinsic consort 
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deputize pictorial quarantine acidity 
app11obation doxology optimist intimation 
unpromising beaker sequence consequence 
acknowledgment automatic associated retentive 
intimidate dominate constancy rudiment 
consequences bases, pl. chargeable benefaction 
sorcery authorize pillory dysentary 
ruminant rejoinder imitative retaliate 
benefactor siesta abnegation appropriation 
dyspepsia asunder patronize unquenchable 
resuscitate constraint quarries acoustics 
appropriate chastise reprobation emulate 
unqualified pique sepulcher consequently 
acknowledging boudoir inveigle retention 
emit aboriginal conspire rupture 
consequent peculation charily beneficent 
cooperate quiescence pilgrimage economical 
rummage voluminous imitation depredation 
beneficence severance ablution appreciable 
economic astute patronage unprecedented 
resurrection construe quarry accumulation 
applicable chateau reliance intestine 
unnecessarily placable sentimental consecrate 
accretion boulevard depression somnolent 
interval abridgment genuinely rotund 
connoisseur peculate unrelenting behoove 
pigment questionable acquittal bilious 
dubious purloin enclosure restriction 
beauteous serenity conservative apprentice 
autopsy assurance transmute unprincipled 
responsive consternation ruth achievement 
appointment chary benzine intimate 
unnerve pinchbeck edict consensus 
accrue estimation depress technical 
intervals abominable gentry rubicund 
consanguinity peasant unregenerate beneficiary 
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